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Travel information
By car: Starting point of Burgundy: ME12 1RJ
Starting point of Blue:
ME12 1RW
By Train: Sheerness Railway Station is a point on the Burgundy trail and is close to the start of
the trail.
Parking: Free parking along High Street Blue Town, Tesco’s car park (ME12 1RH) and Beach
Street Car Park (ME12)
Places of rest / Facilities:
Various cafes and pubs are located around Sheerness town centre and close to the start of the
Burgundy Trail.
Walking Advice – Health and Safety
Some of the locations shown on our maps can be dangerous, particularly coastal areas where the
incoming tide may cut off routes, and cliff edges may be prone to collapse. Always check local
safety information before travelling, and use caution when visiting.
Our maps and points of interest are provided for historical information only. If you are not familiar
with the area, always walk with an appropriate OS map.
For schools and groups, a pre-visit should be undertaken by the organiser. Any educational walks
or visits must be arranged in advance through e-Go.
Please view the following websites for important health and safety information for walking:
 gov.uk – Rules for Pedestrians
 www.walkingandhiking.co.uk – Health & Safety When Walking
Always use designated crossing points even if they are not shown in any walking guidance,
neither Kent in WW1/ 100 miles for 100 years nor any associates assumes any liability for loss,
damages or injury whist following this trail.
Disclaimer
Kent in WW1/ 100 miles for 100 years has used reasonable endeavours to ensure the accuracy of
the information contained within the trails. Despite every effort to the contrary, errors, omissions or
discrepancies may have occurred in preparation of these. Neither Kent in WW1/ 100 miles for 100
years nor any associates assumes any liability for loss or damages incurred due in part or in
whole to such errors.
For more information please visit www.kentww1.com
Trail specific information
Note: text in ‘burgundy’ shows directions to a particular stop.
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Glossary
VAD is the abbreviation for the Voluntary Aid Detachment formed before the War of members of
the Red Cross and members of the St John Ambulance. These men and women were mainly
volunteers and served in various roles including nursing, as stretcher bearers, cooks and drivers.

Introduction to the Burgundy Trail
Sheerness town grew when people wanted to move away from the Blue Town area. The
dockyard workers had to live within a mile of the Dockyard to work there and so the main
are of Sheerness is a mile from the Dockyard. It became the main shopping, tourism and
entertainment area for the Isle of Sheppey. The trail follows the sea front promenade as
well as the High St.
Remainders of Military lookouts can still be seen as well as the memorial opposite the
station, which was to the people who died in two WW1 explosions The Bulwark and the
Princess Irene.
A new V.C. stone to commemorate the WW1 aviator James Mc Cudden will be in place
here from the end of April 2018. There is also a plaque to him in the Pugin designed
Catholic church next to Neptune Terrace.
Trinity church, the clock tower and the Broadway in Sheerness High St. were focal points
for the Island for parades.
Jenny Hurkett- Blue Town Heritage Museum
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Sheerness Burgundy Trail
2.3km (1.42 miles)
Stop 1. Sheerness War Memorial
Starting Point: ME12 1RJ, the War Memorial on Bridge Street. Parking is available nearby at
Tesco and beside the amusement arcade
The monument is one of few memorials to remember
civilian losses suffered during the First World War, in
particular those who lost their lives in air raids.
The listing of civilian names alongside military names
reflects the strength and importance of the
relationship between the citizens of Sheerness, many
of whom were employed in the Dockyard, and the
Navy for which the Dockyard was a strategic base.
The monument remembers those who died in service
in the Air Force, reflecting the early development of
aviation as a military tool, the island being an
important place for the development of aviation.
The figure of Liberty is a particularly unusual subject in First World
War memorials, as a secular and non-triumphalism tribute to The
Fallen.
This Memorial is significant in honouring the lives lost in 2 tragic sea
disasters off the coast of Sheppey.HMS Bulwark in November
1914, with the loss of over 750 sailors and officers.HMS Princess
Irene in May 1915, when over 280 naval crew and 76 dockyard
workers perished – including many under 18 such as yard boy
James Brown, aged 15, of Blue Town and apprentice John
Goulding, aged 16, of Invicta Road.
It also pays tribute to local Flying Ace Major James McCudden,
VC, DSO, MC and his two brothers who also died in the service of
the Royal Flying Corps. A commemorative stone, dedicated to
James McCudden will be laid at the foot of the memorial in April
2018.

Stop 2. Ravelin Wall
Head down the road towards the college, until you reach a roundabout. Cross near the
roundabout to find the remains of Ravelin Wall. Take great care crossing this road as it is very
busy

The Ravelin Wall formed part of the Sheerness Lines; four
Bastions with a wide moat in front to protect Sheerness
Dockyard and Naval Base from attack. Ravelin, the fifth
triangular Bastion on the Sheerness side of the moat
defended the bridge and entrance to the Naval Base. This
remaining wall shows the musket loops.
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Stop 3. Garrison Point and Pill Boxes
To the right of the Ravelin Wall you will see a sign posted footpath. Follow the footpath until you
reach the promenade. On your left you will find Garrison point and a series of pillboxes.

In 1914 this area would have been transformed from a
popular holiday pleasure beach into part of a series of
complex coastal defences along the north coast of Sheppey;
gun emplacements, trenches and barbed wire. Vital to
national security, these defences not only protected the
Royal Naval Dockyard of Sheerness, but also the River
Thames, as gateway to London. Observe to the left the
remains of the Moat Defences (Inner Lines) which
protected the Dockyard, the Royal Naval land-based station of
HMS Wildfire situated in the Dockyard, and the Army Garrison.
Beyond this, note Garrison Point and remaining pill boxes which
served as observation towers and gun emplacements in WW1.
From Garrison anti-submarine nets were stretched to the Isle of
Grain and coastal Essex. A Zeppelin crashed into the sea near
this area of Sheerness in 1916.

Stop 4. Ravelin Battery
Turn right and begin walking down the promenade. The Tesco car park is the site of the Ravelin
Battery
(Where Tesco car park is now)
Consisting of two 9.2 inch breech loading guns, set on a
mound of earth, the Ravelin Battery could attack the enemy at sea
and in the air. The vibrations from the firing of these weapons,
however, caused much damage to property of residents and
trades people. Records from 1914 in Hansard, of House of
Commons debates, and reports from the Sheerness Guardian and
East Kent Advertiser reveal that the firing of these gigantic
weapons was met with
considerable concern from
Sheerness trades people, and
residents with reports of shop windows having to be boarded
up and damage to ceilings and windows in homes.
Sources:
House of Commons Deb 11 May 1914. Hansard vol 62 cc723-4
http://www.kenthistoryforum.co.uk/index.php?topic=5
The Sheerness Guardian and East Kent Advertiser. Saturday 4 April 1914
http://www.kenthistoryforum.co.uk/index.php?topic=538.0
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Stop 5. Beachfields Park
Continue down the promenade until you reach Beachfields Park.

Located along the promenade was Beachfields Park. Sheerness was becoming a popular holiday
destination and Beachfields Park was of importance to maintain that reputation. By the time WW1
started the Park had a bandstand, bowling green and even a Victorian Royal Navy Swimming
Pool.

Stop 6. Losel’s Studio
Carry on along the promenade and access Beach Street using the steps. Look across to Brian’s
Electrical goods on the corner; this was the site of Losel’s Studio
Security in Sheerness, during WW1, was vital and
foreigners, especially Germans were feared. Losel had
lived in Sheerness since the early 1900s, often taking
photographs of ships and their crew to sell to sailors.
This report in the Dover Express - Friday 11 August 1905
reveals how sensitive security matters were 9 years
before the start of the war.
‘At the Police Court on Wednesday, Franz Heinrich Losel
appeared in the dock to answer a charge against him of
unlawfully attempting or taking a photograph of the
Ravelin Battery, Sheerness, without the authority given
on behalf of his Majesty. The accused had been arrested under warrant.’
Evidence was given by Police-Superintendent Rhodes, who stated that when charged the
defendant said, "I know nothing about it. His Majesty's agents must have been busy, I should
think."
The defendant subsequently told the Superintendent that he was taking photographs for picture
cards for a tradesman, and produced two copies, showing the roadway and a passing tram. The
camera would not have had to be pointed in the direction of the Battery to have obtained the
photographs. The portraits of the two men who gave information to the police appeared in the
photograph. A tradesman confirmed the defendant's statement with respect to photographing for
picture cards.
By 1909 Losel came under increasing suspicion – gossip suggested he was sending pictures of
British ships to Germany. In 1914 his windows were smashed and he suffered increasing
harassment. He was arrested and brought before Sheerness magistrates and held in custody
three times but with no conclusive proof. He was finally transferred to Brixton prison.
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Stop 7. Church of SS Henry and Elizabeth
Retrace your steps onto the promenade turn right and continue along until you reach the
Sheerness Swimming pool. Take the steps on your right down past the pool, walk towards the
wall, turn left and walk along; you will see the church of SS Henry and Elizabeth.
The McCudden Memorial dedicated to
Major James McCudden and his two
brothers, who also lost their lives in
the Royal Flying Corps, is displayed
here. Raised in Sheerness, McCudden
was one of the bravest fighter pilots of
World War One. Awarded more
medals than any other airman,
including the Victoria Cross, the
Military Cross, the DSO, Military Medal
and Croix de Guerre, he died in 1918
aged 23 when his plane suffered an
engine fault.

Stop 8. 18 Meyrick Road - McCudden family
Turn right onto the Broadway and cross this busy road with great care. Meyrick Road will be on
your left after Fonblanque Road; turn left down Meyrick Road and number 18 is on your left

This was the home to William and Amelia McCudden whose three
sons all served in the Royal Flying Corps.
Their eldest son William (b 1891) was killed in a training incident
on the 1st May 1915. John (b 1898) lost his life in aerial combat,
being shot down on the 18th March 1918. James (1895) died when
his plane crashed due to an engine fault while flying in France on the
9th July 1918.
The Royal Flying Corps (RFC) was part of the Army and so the men
held Army ranks and wore an Army uniform. Originally the role of the
RFC was to undertake reconnaissance and artillery observation.
As well as aircraft the RFC had a balloon section which was used on
the front line to observe troop movements, these static balloons
were obvious targets for enemy artillery and aircraft.
The RFC began to undertake offensive missions against enemy airfields, communication lines
and trenches; they also fought in the air against the enemy air force on the Western Front. Men
from the RFC served in the Middle East and the Balkans.
In 1917 the RFC was also deployed in Great Britain to provide a defence against enemy air
raids.
On the 1st April 1918 the RFC was amalgamated with the RNAS (Royal Naval Air Service) to
form a third service- the RAF. It had been recognised that there was a need for a separate service
combining all the resources necessary to be able to defend the country and attack the enemy.
The United Kingdom was the first country to have a specific Air Force as a separate entity.
For more information see http://www.airwar1.org.uk/
James had written his memoirs Flying Fury: Five Years in the Royal Flying Corps a few months before his
death at the age of 23. Considering the length of time he served, and the number of flying accidents
suffered by pilots it is a measure of his skill as a pilot that he survived as long as he did. More pilots were
lost to accident than to enemy action.
Sources: Kent fallen and lives of the First World War
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Stop 9. Voluntary Aid Detachment Hospital - behind this building
Retrace your steps to the top of Meyrick Road and turn left onto the Broadway. Walk along to the
vicinity of Strode Junction and look across. There should be an alleyway down which was the
VAD Hospital; behind the building which has 1882 on it. There is no need to cross the road.
Sheerness Boys Technical School was a VAD* hospital during the wartime. Unlike the rest of
Kent Sheerness did not experience the influx of Belgian
wounded soldiers in October 1914. Security was paramount
and there was no way to ensure that the wounded Belgians had
not been infiltrated by German spies. Dover ;which was the only
other place in Kent where residents had to have special passes
;did receive wounded Belgian soldiers but they were quickly
moved through and dispersed elsewhere.
Also opened in the town was a depot for the receipt of garments
for the hospitals and servicemen.

Stop 10. Holy Trinity Church
Continue along the Broadway, past the roundabout. Cross with care. On your left is the Trinity
Church.
On the 27th May, 1915 HMS Princess Irene was undergoing
repairs at Sheerness on the Isle of Sheppey, when at about
1115 hours, she blew up.
She had been converted to a fast minelayer with a capacity to carry 400 mines; she was moored
in Salt Pan Reach approximately three miles from Sheerness town centre when the accident
occurred. Her crew and naval personnel drafted from Chatham were preparing the ship to lay
mines in the North Sea. Additionally there were on board civilian workers from Sheerness
Dockyard who were carrying out repairs and modifications to the ship. Mines were also being
loaded from barges and stowed on the ship's two mine decks. At about 1115 hours there was an
explosion and the Princess Irene disintegrated. A column of flame 300-feet high was followed
by smoke and further eruptions of flame above where the Princess Irene had been moored. A
small steam ship and two barges lying alongside were also
destroyed and a collier moored half-a-mile away downstream had its
crane blown off its mountings. Three crew members from the
Princess Irene had a fortunate escape as they were ashore at the
time of the explosion 273 officers and men and 76 civilians
perished in the explosion. A young girl was hit by debris and killed
bringing the total civilian deaths to 77. Families gathered together
outside the main gate of Sheerness Dockyard waiting for news.
During the evening the police posted on the main gate a provisional
list of names of the local men who were missing and presumed
dead. This disaster had a major effect on Sheerness as a majority of
the civilian deaths were local dockyard workers.
Although at the time rumours abounded that there had been an act
of sabotage it was revealed at a subsequent enquiry that the incident was the result of an
accident.
Source: http://www.wessexwfa.org.uk/articles/princess-irene.htm
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Stop 11. Sheerness Clock Tower
Continue further along the Broadway to find the clock tower straight ahead.

Erected in 1902, the Coronation Memorial Clock has often served as
the focal point for the town’s celebrations. The display to celebrate the
Armistice in 1918 was undoubtedly the most spectacular when it held
flag-festooned wires across The Crescent: the Union Flag, the Stars
and Stripes and the Tricolour most prominent among them.

Stop 12. Sheerness-on-sea Railway Station
Cross the Broadway and turn right onto the High Street. Continue along until you reach the
railway station.

Opened in 1883 to serve the expanding number of holiday
visitors to Sheerness, it was closed during the Great War and
all civilian and military personnel were required to use the older
(1860) station off Terminus Road Blue Town. It was this station
that served as a security point for adult residents whose permits
were checked on leaving and entering the island as a strict
curfew, between 9 pm and 5 am, was in place.

Trail ends
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Introduction to the Blue Town Trail
Blue Town
Blue Town was built to support the needs of Sheerness Dockyard and the Military
barracks at Well Marsh. It grew from 6 houses to several thousand.
There are the remainders of the defences that were put in place and security measures as
the area was considered one of such importance that permits were issued. These are
known locally as Sheppey passports.
There are signs of the conflict left from an air raid on the wall opposite the Blue Town
Heritage centre. The Music Hall in the centre was an entertainment venue and cinema at
the start of the war.
There is the military hospital and other buildings that were used to look after the thousands
of troops and sailors that were stationed here. If you look closely you will see the names of
some of the 30 pubs that were open at the time and some reminders of the Jewish
community that existed here at the time.

Jenny Hurkett- Blue Town Heritage Museum
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Blue Trail – Blue Town
1.3km (0.8 miles)
Stop 1. Gieves Outfitters (formerly Criterion Theatre and now Blue Town
Heritage Centre)
Starting Point: ME12 1RW: Blue Town Heritage Centre/Criterion Theatre, with access to free
parking along High Street Blue Town
Mrs Owen, the Air Raid Warden, was unable to warn residents when German Gotha bombers
dropped 32 bombs on Blue Town and Sheerness on 5th June 1917
As Kagohl 3 now headed south across the
Thames, two Gothas broke away and headed for
home, having presumably dropped their bombs,
while the rest headed towards the garrison and
dockyard town of Sheerness on the Isle of
Sheppey. On the Kent side of the Thames, six AA
guns had opened fire. Five HE bombs landed in
the Dockyard. One struck the Grand Store,
setting a major fire burning; one exploded on the
quay of No.3 Dry Dock, narrowly missing a ship
and killing a dockyard worker, George Frier; and
another struck the goods office at the Dockyard Railway Station. In the Blue Town district of
Sheerness bombs fell around the Ravelin Battery and over Well Marsh Camp where the King’s
Royal Rifles (KRR) were based. Three soldiers of the 5th KRR died while an officer and six men of
the regiment suffered injuries as did an officer of 6th KRR.
In Blue Town High Street a 50kg bomb exploded on
Messrs Gieves Outfitters, killing the manager, Edward
Perry, and customer, Herbert Gandy, a warrant officer
serving on Torpedo Boat No.7. Other bombs fell at the
Botany Road Camp, south of the town, where the 29th
Battalion Middlesex Regiment (recently transferred to
the Labour Corps) was quartered. One of the men,
Private Frank Smith, was killed and eleven injured (also
killed was Private Benjamin Corby, 2nd Garrison
Battalion, Northamptonshire Regiment). A number of
bombs also fell in residential New Town. Of these,
two fell in Coronation Road (on Nos. 27 and 105) causing widespread damage, while the 50kg HE
bomb on No.105 also injured a Mrs Bothwick and her son John. A bomb that exploded by Duttells
Opening off Cavour Road killed Samuel Hawes, Chief Armourer at the Royal Navy’s shore
establishment, HMS Actaeon. This bomb may have also killed Joseph Davis, an officer’s steward
on HMS Dominion, who had been visiting his mother in Alma Road. Two bombs in Berridge Road
caused significant damage; another that fell at the rear of 33 Unity Street also damaged
properties; and two fell on allotments behind Jefferson Road. A bomb on a footpath by 173 Invicta
Road injured three and caused serious damage to the house as well as to others nearby. On the
coast five bombs landed around Cheyney Rock without causing damage.
This wall shows shrapnel damage

The bombing of the town lasted about five minutes and
was over by 6.34pm. In that time, however, one of the
Gothas had descended to about 9,000 feet and was hit by
AA fire, crashing into the sea. Only one of the three-man
crew, Georg Schumacher, survived. Credit for the victory
was given to the AA gun at Barton’s Point.
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The final bombs dropped were seemingly aimed at the Power Station near the village of Halfway
Houses to the south of Sheerness. The nearest bomb landed 100 yards south-east of the Power
Station. Four landed in the open between the Power Station and Danley Farm and three others
further distances away to the west of the target.
The RNAS and RFC flew 62 sorties but only three naval aircraft got close enough to the
departing Gothas to attack – without result. Four RFC pilots saw the Gothas but were unable to
climb quickly enough to engage. However, two RNAS squadrons based at Dunkirk intercepted
the returning Gothas and shot down one while another crash landed near Bruges.
Source: Barbara Twiselton

Stop 2. Tram Stops - Red Lion
Walk alongside the dockyard wall, until you come to the Red Lion pub. On the wall are the
remains of a plaque indicating a tram stop.
Many local women were employed as conductors on trams
which were an important means of transport for military and
civilian personnel going to the Dockyard. The trams operated
from Sheerness to either Cheyney Rock or Sheerness East
and departures were every 12 to 15 minutes.
Sadly, but understandably, the system came to a close in
1917 when the German Siemens’ parts used to propel the
trams became unobtainable

Stop 3. Sentry Box
Further along the wall near the roundabout you will see a narrow, bricked up entrance.
Security was paramount for the dockyard which was guarded by
armed guards who used sentry boxes for shelter. Near to this
plaque the narrow bricked up entrance to one of these sentry
boxes is still visible.

Stop 4. Sheerness Dockyard
Look across the roundabout to see the entrance to Sheerness dockyard. (Road leading off
straight ahead at the roundabout)
By the end of the War about half the workforce at the
Dockyard were women, many of whom were employed in
previously male roles such as fitters and electricians
The newly formed WRNS (Women’s Royal Naval Service)
was based at HMS Wildfire, also within the Dockyard. Women
served as in a variety of roles including office workers, wireless
operators, code experts and cooks.
Section Leader Steward Elizabeth Beardsall from Lincolnshire
joined HMS Wildfire 11th June 1918 aged 18 but died 18th
December 1918 from disease.
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The Air Defence of Great Britain was co-ordinated by Air Vice-Marshall Francis Rowland
Scarlett from with the Dockyard. Georgian Naval Terrace provided superior homes for senior
officers and officials. The Dockyard Church, completed in 1828, served Dockyard families, Navy
personnel and the Army Garrison during WW1 and beyond.

Stop 5. Old Military Hosptial
Look across the roundabout to see the old military hospital site. (Was a steel mill until 2012)
Wounded servicemen were treated at the Military Hospital
where they were nursed by both the Queen Alexandra Nursing
Corps and also civilian VAD volunteers. Soldiers preferred to
be treated in the civilian hospitals rather than the Military
Hospitals where rules were far stricter.

Stop 6. 47 High St - Sidney Sheepwash
Retrace your steps to 47 High Street
Sidney Sheepwash (b 1899) was a volunteer with the VAD from
October 1914; when he was 15; until 1918. He assisted in the hospital
especially when they had an influx of wounded and also was on air raid
duty. He was also one of the team who attended the Faversham
Uplees Explosive Disaster on the 2nd April 1916.
The explosion on 2nd April 1916 killed 109 men and boys; including
the works fire brigade; there were no women amongst the casualties as
women did not work on Sundays. This explosion was the largest in
Kent but there were other explosions such as the one in Silvertown in
London.
For more information about the Faversham Uplees Explosion
visit www.roll-of-honour.com/Kent/FavershamExplosion.html

Stop 7. Site of Blue Town Elementary School
Turn left onto Chapel Street for Blue town Elementary School. All that remains is a granite stone
at the corner of the car park, at the end of Charles Street.
School children were allowed by the Kent Council Education department to miss school from
May to October to help with summer crop sowing and bringing
in the harvest. Their contribution was vital to food production
which was necessary as the country had relied heavily on food
imports before the War and the German U-boats were sinking
merchant shipping. School children were also involved in
collecting conkers to extract the starch used to make acetone
which was used in munitions and previously sourced from
Germany. They would also collect salvage and the girls would
knit items for the troops such as mittens and scarves.
They were also involved in the collection of Shells to make carbon filters for gas masks. The use
of toxic gases during WW1 brought suffering to many thousands of people, causing asphyxiation,
convulsions, blindness, panic and a slow death. Soldiers were taught in training that just four
breaths of toxic gas could be enough to kill them.
Gas masks with charcoal filters were distributed to combat the effects of the gas. And towards
the very end of the war, it was realised that a more effective filter could be made from the
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charcoal that came from burning fruit stones and nutshells. Of great value for the charcoal
they produced were stones from peaches, apricots, cherries, plums and dates, alongside shells
from Brazil nuts and walnuts.
The first port of call for help in collecting was jam factories, followed by hotels, restaurants and
canteens. And then a national campaign was initiated to encourage the population to collect fruit
stones and nut shells to help the war effort.
People were asked to dry out the stones in a warm oven, or in the sun, and it was even suggested
that Stone and Shell Collection Clubs could be formed. Boy Scout groups were drafted in to help
with the collections, and even visited Buckingham Palace as part of the collecting drive.
http://www.thebowesmuseumww1.org.uk/your-country-needs-youto-collect-fruit-stones-and-nut-shells/

Stop 8. Blue Town Chapel
Turn right onto Union Street. Blue Town Chapel will be on your right as you head down Union
Street, the other side of the wall
Many of the local young people attended Sunday School here, which
started at 9 a.m. on a Sunday morning
Constructed in 1784 the non-conformist Bethel Chapel, now part of
Wheelan’s Concrete Ornament business, was used as a place of
worship until 1922. One of its key features is a roof shaped like the
hull of a ship probably because dockyard carpenters and joiners
helped to build the chapel.

Stop 9. The Royal Fountain Hotel
Carry on along Union Street turn left onto King Street and take the first right onto West Lane. The
Royal Fountain Hotel is on the corner of West Lane and West Street.
George Clarkson was the first
innkeeper of the Fountain Hotel in
1807,
providing
superior
accommodation for dockyard staff,
army and naval officers and wealthier
visitors to the town. As well as serving
as a hotel ‘The Fountain’ was one of
over thirty pubs in Blue Town.
The Defence of the Realm Act
shortened the times during which
pubs were allowed to serve alcohol. It
was also forbidden to buy alcohol
for another person’ treating’ as it
was known at the time. Public houses were not allowed to give credit and people had to be
served sitting down, they were not allowed to stand at the bar. As Sheerness was a military town
there were further restrictions which prohibited the serving of alcohol to members of the forces
during the daytime.
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Stop 10. Site of Old Blue Town Railway Station
Turn left onto West Street and walk to the main road look across. On the other side of the main
road, past the fence was the site of the old Blue Town railway station.
Opposite the junction of Brielle Way and West Street would have stood the original railway station
for Sheppey, built in 1860, on what was then called Terminus Road, Blue Town. This station
served as a security point where adult residents, such as George Thomas Bodiam of 34
Harold St. Queenborough, would have their permits (passports) checked on leaving and entering
the island. A strict curfew was in place whereby no civilian could leave or enter the island
between 9 pm and 5 am.

Stop 11. South Gate of the Dockyard
Turn around and head back past the Royal Fountain Hotel, until you reach the corner. Directly in
the corner is a bricked up gateway that used to be the southern entrance to Sheerness Dockyard.

This gate in the dockyard wall was constructed in 1861 to aid
access the new Steam Factory. ‘The Dockyard Rush’, when
hundreds of workers on foot and on bicycles poured out of
the gate, could be witnessed at the midday lunch break and end
of the working day. Smoking and matches were forbidden in the
Dockyard so gas lights were installed beside the gate for
workers to light their cigarettes and pipes.
British summertime was brought in during 1916 to improve
productivity and it enabled workers to have enough daylight to
tend to their allotments at the end of a 12 hour shift. Many
families relied on the produce from allotments to supplement their
diet because rising prices made food unaffordable for many, even
when rationing was introduced in 1918.
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Places Nearby
 Queenborough Lines
Queenborough Lines are uniquely important as they are the last earthwork defensive
line constructed in Great Britain. Known locally as “the Canal” they are a defensive Moat
and Earthworks built from Coast to Coast across Sheppey to defend the Sheerness
Dockyard and Naval Base in the event of attack from landward.
During WW1 a chain of coastal and inland defences, pillboxes, gun emplacements and
anti-aircraft gun emplacements were constructed. These were known as the Chatham
Land Front and divided into three areas, the central sector being Sheppey. Along the
Sheppey coast stretching from Sheerness to Shellness there were 14 redoubts and 16
concrete pillboxes armed with Vickers machineguns.
http://www.wildfire3.com/fortress-sheppey.html

 Eastchurch
Eastchurch was a Royal Navy Air Service (RNAS) airfield, where pilots trained. The Naval
Wing of the Royal Flying Corps also had an airship section.
The vacancies were usually filled from the Royal Navy, Royal Marines, Royal Fleet
Reserve, Royal Naval Reserve and the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve. The candidates to
the flying school at Eastchurch were chosen only if they had completed a course at the
central flying school on Salisbury Plain at the establishment run by the Navy and Army
combined. At Eastchurch the pilots had their further training after which they were gazetted
as flying officers.
There is a museum at Eastchurch which charts the rich history of flying from its pre First
World War importance in the development of flight. Opening hours and details can be
found at https://wheelsoftime.uk/eastchurch-aviation-museum/
An aviation memorial is located in the centre of the village, opposite the village church.
Source: Leeds Mercury, 7 October 1914
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True or False Quiz for Burgundy Trail
1. Musket loops can be still seen on top of the Ravelin wall.

True/False

2. The gun batteries protected the River Thames and the dockyard.

True/False

3. The Ravelin battery was where Sainsbury’s car wash is now

True/False

4. Franz Losel was a Dutch photographer.

True/False

5. The McCudden memorial is in the Church.

True/False

6. The McCudden family lived in Meyrick Road

True/False

7. The Victoria Working Men’s Club was a VAD hospital

True/False

8. 77 civilians were killed in the HMS Irene disaster

True/False

9. Flags were flown to celebrate the Armistice.

True/False

10. The Railway Station was kept open throughout the War.

True/False

When you have completed the quiz don’t forget to send your answers to
info@kentww1.com to receive your certificate.
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Blue Town Blue Trail
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Sheerness Burgundy Trail
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